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ATM  and th e  UAW  Convention
The Unitea Auto Workers Union held its inter

national contention in Los Angeles, the week of 
May 15 The convention was tightly controlled by 
the labor bureaucrats and was used mainly as a 
stage for capitalist politicians like Jimmy 

Carter and Ted Kennedy Clearly the bureaucrats 
wanted to use the convention to strengthen the 
system of capitalism, to tie the union to the 
tail of the capitalist political parties 

Communists are duty-bound to expose these 
capitalist tricks, carry out a determined struggle 
to overthrow imperialism, and stand with the 
people of the world against both US and Soviet 
imperialism Only a genuine communist party car. 
lead the workers to smash imperialism and estab

lish the dictatorship of the working class The 
working class can never carry out these tasks 
unless it becomes aware of its role as the 
leading class m  society. This knowledge can 
only come when the proletariat sees its relation
ship to all other classes and groups in society 

With this in mind, ATI' assessed its tasks m  
regard to the autoworkers convention and con
cluded that it was imperative to carry out a 
campaign of political agitation around it--as 
extensive and all-sided campaign as was possible 
We set up a convention headquarters where workers 
could meet to discuss their common struggle We 
mass distributed the REVOLUTIONARY CAUSE to hun
dreds of autoworkers around California and to 
convention delegates. We organized a daily ATM 
Convention Bulletin which was simultaneously 
distributed in 5 auto plants m  California and 
to the convention delegates We put out 6000 
bulletins per day. The Convention Bulletin ex
plained the daily cover-ups and sell-cuts of the 
bureaucrats and exposed them as traitors to the 
working class

Delegates from the independent parts shops hold 
They demanded an end to plant closings

POLITICAL LINE IS DECISIVE

The first and foremost consideration m  car
rying out any action is the political and ideo
logical line If the line is not correct, no 
matter how well organized you are, you cannot be 
successful Therefore we had to carefully devel- 
ope our line on the convention, to see it in the 
context of our overall line on the trade unions 
and our l-'ne for work in auto m  particular

ATM views the national question as a key issue 
in auto, particularly the fight against the vi
cious national oppression faced by Black auto-
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The Great 1919 Steel Strike
September 22 marks the anniversary of the 

Great 1919 Steel Strike. On that date 367,000 
workers in 50 cities walked off the job in the 
largest and longest nationwide steel strike in 
US history For nearly 4 months strikers battled 
scabs, police, National Guard and the US Army 
for their right to unionize and for the 8-hour 
day Although the steel monopolies defeated the 
strike itself, many class-conscious workers e- 
merged during the battle and later went on to 
join the newly-founded Communist Party USA. The 
1919 strike was not simply a trade union battle, 
it was the angry cry of the poor and oppressed 
against the entire system of capitalist slavery.

WORLD WAR 1 WORKERS DIE FOR IMPERIALIST PROFITS 
The strike broke out shortly after the end 

of World War 1 That war wasn't fought to "make 
the world safe for democracy" as claimed by then 
President Wilson The two great superpowers of 
that time— Germany and England— went'to war in 
order to redivide the world's markets and re
sources Each power wanted the other's colonies 
and they were willing to engage in mass slaugh
ter to get them Before this inter-imperialist 
conflict was over 9 million people were dead, 5 
million reported missing, 7 million permanently 
disabled and 15 million seriously wounded 

What were the results for US capitalists7 
The war created 20,000 new millionaires. US 
Steel Corporation's profits rose from $81 mi
llion in 1913 to $224 million in 1917. Bethle- 
ham Steel's stock dividends jumped by 200%, Du
pont Powder Corporation's by 458% US monopoly 
capitalism became even more highly concentrated

economically and politically
It was another story for the working class 

in the US. Over 53,000 sons of workers and far
mers were killed on the hai-flef-ields of Rurpnc.

i n f lation drove real wages down byWar-caused inflation drove real wages down by 
12% The monopolists in government and in the 
press worked up a patriotic hysteria against 
strikes and labor organizing because it "would 

hurt the war effort."
But many US workers refused to fight their 

working class brothers of other countries So
cialist Eugene Debbs proclaimed that "the master 
class has always declared the war, the subject 
class has always fought the battles " The wor
king class, he continued, "has nothing to gain

and all to lose-especially their lives " The 
Industrial Workers of the World and left wing 
socialists held large anti-war rallies and call
ed on workers to turn the imperialist war into 
a civil war

And in one country the workers did just that 
In 1917 the Bolsheviks led a successful socia
list revolution which inspired workers through
out the world Writing about the effect of the 
Russian Revolution on the steel strikers of 1919, 
the Interchurch World Movement wrote "They 
have a vague idea that big rich people who run 
things 'arbitrarily' even in mills, are coming 
down in the world Russia, moreover, means to 
them the rise of workingmen to power They have 
a vague idea that poor people who have been run 
for a long time, on farms and mills, are coming 
up in the world and are beginning to run them
selves

demonstration at this year's UAW Convention

workers We focused the attentior of the auto
workers on the case of Gary Tyler, the Black 
youth framed for murder in Louisiana. We showed 
the role of the auto industry capitalists m  this 
whole scheme of things, pointing out that Gener
al Motors ha% built 7 of its last 9 auto plants 

m  the Southern US We put before the autowork
ers the tasks of fighting for the freedom of 
Gary Tyler, of upholding the right of the Afro- 
American nation to self-determination, 
tion, forcing the UAW to undertake vigorous 
efforts to organize all auto plants m  the south, 
and to end the national oppression of Black 
workers m  the auto industry In a similar fash
ion we called on the workers to support the 
struggles of the people of Azania and to demand 
that the UAW give material support to the liber
ation movement in that country

Another critical issue for auto workers is 
the question of union democracy Many auto work

ers spontaneously recognize the lack of democra
cy, indeed 50 locals submitted resolutions cal
ling for direct election of convention delegates 
Through our agitation we were able to show that 

policy~ot~fne imper: alists Woodcock, b'rasier 
and other tcp UAW officials are part of the labor 
bureacracy--a strata of the working class which 
is bought off by imperialism We showed concre
tely that with the extra profits the auto com
panies make off their workers m  the Third World 
countries, they are able to pay Woodcock $67,000 
per year In addition, the imperialists hand out 
political privileges, like Woodcock's recent 
appointment as US representative to China In 
exchange for these bribes and pnveleges, the 
bureaucrats agree to keep the workers in line * 
thus the lack of union democracy R«r the imper 
lalists, any increase in union democracy means 
the rank and file might kick out the bureaucrats 
and bring in class conscious leaders In this way 
we tried to link the workers spontaneous anger 
at the sell-out union hacks to a class conscious 
understanding of imperialism

There were, however, serious shortcomings in 
the line which we carried out First of all, we 
did not raise the call for socialist revolution 
until the last convention bulletin Throughout 
the convention campaign we should have helped 
draw workers to the conclusion that only the dic
tatorship of the proletariat can resolve the 
problems of imperialism Failing this, the work
ers were left with the conclusion that the so
lution lies in a more democratic trade union, or 
in militant class struggle alone. Connected to 
this error was our failure to popularize the 
necessity for a new communist party except in 
the pages of the REVOLUIIONARY CAUSE This is a 
serious right, error which has begun to crop up 
throughout our trade union work, and which 
stands out glaringly m  our work around the con
vention Our political exposures should have 
shown that only a proletarian party, a Marxist- 
Lenmist party, can help the working class to 
play its leading role its role as the emanci
pator of all the oppressed in society While 
each bulletin didn't have to discuss the ques
tion of socialism and the party, ATM most 
definitely should have been raising these ques
tions more consistently in the course of the 
campaign

Steelworkers of 1919 stood up against the huge monopoly corporations, the government and the 
AF of L bureaucrats to demand an 8-hour day and the right to organize

TWO LINE STRUGGLE WITHIN ATM
To arrive at a correct line, ATM went through 

a process of two-line struggle. For e'.imple we 
confronted the question what is the relationship 
between the politics of mass and communist organ
izations7 ATM for some time has worked with a 
rank and file caucus that included militant trade 
unionists as well as Marxist-Leninists. The 
caucus is organized m  militant opposition to the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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Throughout the world communists are struggling 
against opportunism Chinese masses (above) 
criticize "Gang of Four"

A T M -U A W ...
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auto companies and the union bureaucrats Some 
ATM comrades advocated putting out the bulletin 
in the name of the caucus and at its political 
level. They argued that we would be more likely 
to involve workers and develop nationwide contacts. 
Other comrades said that it was decisive for ATM 
to put out the bulletin in its own name. After 
doing a concrete investigation, we assesed that 
the caucus wasn't sufficiently unified politic
ally or organizationally to put out a daily bul
letin. Even more importantly, the situation 
called for a communist analysis of all -the 
issues facing workers in the UAW— from the role 
of the Democratic Party to the need for socialist 
revolution No mass caucus could honestly put 
forward such an analysis For ATM to do so in 
the name of the caucus would have destroyed our 
relationship with them in the long run In 
principle we would have supported the distri
bution of both, ATM and caucus literature had this 
been practical, but we opposed substituting 
trade unionist politics for communist politics.

We also had a two-line struggle on whether 
we were even capable of publishing the bulletin 
and distributing it statewide. Some comrades 
argued that we are too small, didn't have the 
forces for such a massive undertaking, lacked 
sufficient time to prepare, lacked the funds, 
etc Pettiap3, rtiey" Argued, we *couM scale it
down to one or two leaflets. Other comrades 
pointed out that we would remain small and con
tinue to lack forces unless we seriously took 
up our nationwide tasks We have a developing 
base in auto and thus could follow-up with wor
kers after the convention We have to break 
with the small circle spirit which still sees 
our tasks as limited to one plant, one city or 
one region. Once the comrades grasped the pol
itical significance, many new people volun
teered to help distribute, workers came for
ward to donate money, we overcame the technical 
and organizational problems

RESULTS OF THE CONVENTION WORK
During the convention workers greeted the 

daily bulletins and issues of the RC with great 
enthusiasm For one thing, they were quite am
azed to see the same people back every morning 
with fresh news of the convention More impor
tantly, many workers commented favorably on the 
bulletins, particularly the exposures of the 
union leadership A number of advanced workers 
and militant trade unionists took up secret dis
tribution of the bulletins inside their plant 
In one plant, a regular distribution network was 
set up to get the bulletin out to most depart
ments Since the convention, the regular dis
tribution of the RC has increased significantly 
at several auto plants.

Through mass distribution of our agitation,

Revisionism.
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struggle always occurred within a communist or
ganization. However, a deviation developed m  
practice and every disagreement in the organi
zation among comrades was seen as an antagonistic 
contradiction-even being late to a meyti"??—  
Central Cornnirfge incuu  ■  <■> I > I'Um IT up that the 
line wfnn fr ' ixitHrr than it was being

____ -— -iipignlgnted incorrectly We were concerned that
real line struggle was being stifled Cadres 
were afraid to speak up for fear of being labeled 
"opportunists". So, for the past \h years we 
have held that 2-lme struggle within a commun
ist organization is the exception, not the rule. 
We said that "line struggle", struggle for clar
ity and struggle to consolidate the cadres goes 
on constantly

Our intention was to make it easier for cad
res to struggle out line differences, if the 
struggle was for "line clarity", then not every 
disagreement would be seen as antagonistic But 
an incorrect political line always subverts the 
best of intentions The existence of 2-line 
struggle, our new position said, meant the ex
istence of an opposition line So when struggle 
got sharp, someone was sure to be labeled as 
holding an opposition line So, once again, line 
struggle within ATM became stifled

Both the splitters and ATM now recognize this 
line as opportunist (This line had been orig

inally formulated by one of the splitters.) It 
denies the existence of class struggle within a 
Communist organization Every idea is marked 
with the stamp of a class, every idea represents 
the line of one class or another Two-lme strug
gle goes on constantly within society, so why 
not within a Communist organization’ The error 
which we made in implementing our original po
sition was in failing to distinguish between an
tagonistic and non-antagonistic 2-line struggle 

In practice our line of "two line struggle 
the exception" led to the stifling of line 
struggle within ATM, to it having to assume dis
guised forms Cadres could ask questions "for 
clarity" but not genuinely struggle that the 
line itself was correct or incorrect, this out 
of fear of holding an "opposition line" This 
helped promote passivity among many cadres. Be
cause cadres are not involved in fully develop
ing our major line questions, they were not al
ways consolidated around the line, did not al
ways understand it, and of course, were not al
ways enthusiastic in carrying it out There were 
constant problems doing correct sum-ups and 
evaluations of the work -- because there was no 
room to challenge the correctness of the line 
itself When struggle did occur it usually re
volved around questions of tactics The 2-lme 
struggle that did occur was mostly kept within 
the ranks of leadership, and even there it was 
often submerged, major line questions were not 
debated among the cadres In essence we had two 
policies 2-line struggle for leadership, strug
gle for "line clarity" for the cadres

What then distinguishes us from the splitters’ 
To the splitters, all 2-lme struggle is antag

onistic Anyone who dares challenge their views 
is "failing to repudiate revisionism and oppor
tunism" They make no distinctions between "con
tradictions between the people and the enemy", 
and "contracitions among the people" They put 
all those who disagree with them, or who even 
question them, into the opportunist (enemy) 
camp They have subjected some people to 6-8 
hour "criticism" sessions, forcing them to admit 
that they are "opportunists", leaving them com
pletely demoralized In fact, their methods of 
mental and psychological intimidation are very 
similar to those used to wreck the Puerto Rican 
Revolutionary Workers Organization and the Revo
lutionary Workers League

The methods of struggle, along with other 
facts, show that police agents have been active 
within the ranks of the splitters For some time 
police have been opening mail, harassing and

even arresting people associated with ATM m  the 
Southwest The security in that area was a joke 
Everyone knew everyone else, home phones were 
commonly used to discuss internal business, and 
much, much more These kind of conditions make 
it very easy for police agents to become active

With a political line that makes all internal 
2-lme struggle antagonistic, police agents can 
easily split and wreck even more There are ab
solutely no attempts to re-group the former 
cadrrsT There is no new organization, no col
lective meetings, no mass work, no plans for a 
position paper The leaders of the splitters play 
on the weaknesses of different individuals m  
order to demoralize them even more When some 
ex-cadres wanted to prepare mass action for up
coming trials around the Chilili incident, for 
example, one of the leading splitters told them 
"We'll worry about that later, right now get 
yourself a good lawyer " ATM believes that at 
least one police agent has participated in the 
splitting activity

Our view is that 2-lme struggle goes on 
constantly within a Communist organization, but 
that we resolve our contradictions as contradic
tions among the people, through the method of 
democratic discussion and persuasion. Comrades 
may at times even advocate an opportunist line, 
a line which stands in antagonistic contradic
tion to the line of the proletariat. Even then, 
the METHODS which we use to resolve this contra
diction remains democratic. If, after repeated 
struggle, someone refuses to renounce their op
portunist view and to correct their mistakes, 
then the contradiction may become antagonistic 
and the person will be purged from the organiza
tion The key is being able to distinguish be
tween contradictions among the people and contra
dictions between ourselves and the enemy.

In conclusion, then,
LINE OF THE SPLITTERS All 2-lme struggle 

within a Communist organization is antagonistic, 
anyone holding a mistaken view is holding an op
portunist line

LINE OF ATM 2-line struggle goes on constant
ly m  society and within a Communist organiza
tion We must distinguish, however, between 

"contradictions among the people" and "contra
dictions between the people and the enemy."

THE ROAD AHEAD
We are now in the process of unfolding the

current two line struggle throughout ATM It has 
aroused the enthusiasm of our cadres, and new 
leadership is shooting forward as the 2-lme 
struggle against the line of the "4" develops 
The chains of "line clarity" are being broken 
and all comrades are eager to wage the fight for 
the Marxist-Lenmist line In future articles we 
will be unfolding the entire 2-lme struggle with 
the splatters We will show that they held a re
visionist line on a series of questions, and that 
they have confirmed the truth that "revisionism 
is the source of all splittism" We call on all 
comrades to join us in this struggle to sum up 
how the line of the splitters has affected their 
work, to criticise the REVOLUTIONARY CAUSE where 
the line of the splitters has had influence, to 
submit articles detailing their own experience 
in the twc line struggle and to comment on the 
2-lme struggle being unfolded in our ranks 
This campaign is not ATM's alone but is a part 
of the campaign which all Communists must under
take to drive all opportunists out of our move
ment This struggle is a component part of the 
international struggle against modem revision- 
sim and opportunism which is being waged by gen
uine communist parties throughout the world Es
pecially as the danger of war grows will this 
struggle intensify on all fronts. The struggle 
is a part and parcel of the struggle for a new 
Communist Party and for socialist revolution ★

M iners W ildcat G row s...
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on the miners' standard of living and working 
conditions The wages, benefits and working con
ditions miners have now only came through years 
of bitter struggle They said that the BCOA 
(Bituminous Coal Operators Association) attack 
is coming at this particular time in order to 

weaken the worker's position when their nation
wide contract expires in December One militant 
rank and filer told the others that the key 
issue in the union was organizing the unorganized, 
uniting miners in all parts of the country in 
order to fight against illegal fines, court in
junctions, inadequate safety regulations and 
other day-to-day problems As he spoke he clear
ly pointed his finger at the BCOA who, he said, 
"is out to break our union," and at Arnold Mi
ller and the union leaders who are collaborating 
•fr'tiat. effort

The wildcats anST march on Washington were 
mainly organized by local union officials in 
defiance of Miller and other top union bureau
crats There was a mood of militancy and anger 
during the whole march. But some of these local 
officials want to make sure the struggle stays

within the bounds of militant trade unionism 
They say meetings with government officials are 
the way to resolve the coal miners grievances 
Some of the local bureaucrats are viciously anti
communist After the march these bureaucrats 
and their goons organized attacks on some people 
selling left-wing literature They hope to cha
nnel the miners anger against communists as was 
done during the blistering red-baiting attack 
at last years UMW Convention

But the UMW rank and file will not be side
tracked More and more miners are beginning to 
see capitalism as their enemy. While no Marxist- 
Leninist organization has a base among the mi
ners, the conditions are ripe for bringing so
cialist consciousness to the rank and file As 
long as capitalists produce coal only for pro
fits, coal miners will never receive justice 
Only a socialist society can provide miners with 
a decent standard of living and human working 
conditions. It is only a matter of time before 
the coal miners join workers in other industries 
and the oppressed nationalities in making such 
a revolution '’tJ l,

class conscious workers came forward--anxious to 
get a deeper understanding of the questions 
raised m  the bulletin and REVOLUTIONARY CAUSE. 

After the convention, ATM carried out 
propaganda work and recruited a number of 
workers into study groups

The convention bulletin and convention cen
ter also provided an opportunity for different 
rank and file caucuses to meet As a result, two 
caucuses are coordinating California-wide acti
vity They met later and issued their own leaf
let summing up the convention and urging unity 
between workers in the two plants

ATM is proud of our work around the UAW con
vention, particularly of the long, hard hours 
put m  by dozens of dedicated comrades who wrote, 
printed, translated and distributed the Daily 
Bulletin On the whole we believe that we were 
successful in carrying out some of our nationwide 
tasks, bringing class consciousness to the 
workers, exposing the labor bureaucracy, and help
ing to establish on-going organizational forms 
which will continue the struggle m  the future 
In this small way we hope to have contributed to 
the larger struggle for socialist revolution and 
the building of a genuine communist party.
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